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Overview / Goals
Learning Upgrade’s common core solution:
 provides instruction for all Common Core math/ELA standards grades 1 to 8+
o whole-class interactive lessons and individual differentiated online courses
o fill in gaps in previous-year standards with intensive intervention
o achieve mastery on grade level standards with tracking and reporting
 helps teachers and students transition to Common Core instruction during 2013/14
 uses summer 2014 to fill in gaps in previous year standards at school and at home
 provides comprehensive Common Core instruction / intervention for 2014/15
 makes students comfortable with the new learning environment
o practice solving Core-style problems with step-by-step remediation
o practice answering online multi-step problems with rich interaction
 helps schools achieve success in 2015 Common Core instruction and testing
The solution consists of interactive online lessons that cover each common core standard
in math and ELA for whole-class and individual student use.
Much of the content is already in use. Learning Upgrade plans to complete the remaining
content in time to help schools transition in 2013/14 and succeed in first year 2014/15.
The following pages detail the solution.

Learning Upgrade Common Core Courses and Availability
Grade
Level

Math
Course

English Lang Arts
Available

Course

Available

1

Math Upgrade 1

Now

English Upgrade 1

Now

2

Math Upgrade 2

Now

English Upgrade 2

Now

Reading Upgrade

Now

English Upgrade 3

2014

Reading Upgrade

Now

English Upgrade 4

2014

Reading Upgrade

Now

English Upgrade 5

2014/15

3

4

5

Math Upgrade 3

Math Upgrade 4

Math Upgrade 5

Now

Now

Now

Comprehension Up Now
6

7

8

9

Math Upgrade 6

2013/14

English Upgrade 6

2014/15

Math Review

Now

Comprehension Up Now

Math Upgrade 7

2013/14

English Upgrade 7

Pre-Algebra

Now

Comprehension Up Now

Math Upgrade 8

2013/14

English Upgrade 8

Algebra Upgrade

Now

Comprehension Up Now

Algebra Upgrade

Now

2014/15

2014/15

Notes:
 Math Upgrade 1 to 8 and English Upgrade 1 to 8 cover the Common Core
standards for each corresponding grade level. Reading Upgrade, Comprehension
Upgrade, and Math Review cover selected lessons from multiple grade levels for
review / intervention.
 Algebra Upgrade is available now and may be updated to best match common
core Algebra 1 standards and question types.
 Available dates are best estimates and are subject to change.
 Learning Upgrade may change the order of development based on school staff
feedback. Please let us know your priorities!

Learning Upgrade Common Core Timeline
Fall 2013






Spring 2014

2013-14
transition to Core lessons
fill in learning gaps
use new problem types
get familiar with test tech

Summer 2014







Summer 2014
previous year review
fill in learning gaps
incentives for mastery
at school and home
ready for year 1

Fall 2014









Spring 2015

2014-15
whole class core lessons
individualized courses
tracking of each standard
school & district tracking
mastery for each student
get familiar with test tech
prepared for test success

Designed for Common Core Success
The Learning Upgrade Common Core solution is designed to help every student master
the standards and help each school achieve school wide success.







high-interest using songs, video, and games to engage every student
using the format of the Common Core tests: online with rich interaction
providing step-by-step practice, visualization, modeling with new problem types
online tracking and reporting of each student and each standard to ensure mastery
school-wide and district-wide reporting to ensure every school is prepared
comprehensive math and ELA in one program for ease of deployment

Help Us Make It Better!
The Learning Upgrade team is interested in hearing from you about our Common Core
solution. Does it meet your needs? How can we make it better? Let us know.
Email: info@learningupgrade.com
Phone: (800) 998-8864
Web: www.learningupgrade.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/LearningUpgrade

